Sculpture by the Sea Photographic Competition
Rosalie Primary School

It’s that magical time of the year again and it’s been a whole year since we last did this. It went extremely well last time, with the best entries ever, so we’ll have another go this year.

I’m calling for entries from anyone who is energetic and interested, loves sculpture, photography and beach picnics with fish ‘n’ chips.

Rules and Conditions:

► Categories - current Rosalie students, year by year
  - former Rosalie students still at high school
  - parents of Rosalie students and Rosalie staff
► A strict limit of 3 photos per entrant
► Entries no larger than A4 size
► Entries must have first name and last name, Year and category printed on the back
► Entries must be placed in the correct envelope in the library (near the ‘back’ door). Envelopes will be on the pin-up board
► Rosalie student entries must have been strictly the student’s own idea and the student must have had total control of the camera. (Of course, lessons can be given beforehand.)
► Entries close on Wednesday, 27 March, 2013 at 3:30pm
What is the Judge Looking For? Consider these Points:

► Interesting angles or viewpoints are very important
► Interesting or different light. Great colour and form
► Candid shots of people interacting with the art (if people are in the frame at all). Candid means absolutely no posed photos.
► Interesting composition with telephoto or wide angle lenses

Can I Alter the Image? Yes.

► Cropping is allowed
► Sharpening is allowed
► A little lightening/darkening is allowed
► Straightening is allowed
► A little adjustment of saturation is allowed

Prizes

► You’ll be known as your category winner or the overall student winner.
► You’ll get mentioned in the newsletter.
► Your photo may be printed in the newsletter or on an email like this one
► I’ll talk to the P&C about some small prizes. Last year they came good with over $100 worth of book vouchers. Ice creams too.

The Judge

► Me. I had a lovely time again last year as the entries were so good.

Last year’s overall winner was Ashley Spencer. I loved her eagle-eyed, opportunistic shot of the athletic sculpture man catching the moon.

I look forward to seeing your entries and judging them. Happy snapping … and enjoy your fish ‘n’ chips.

Greg Johnston
Room 16
2012 Winners … a reminder

Rosalie Parents and Staff
Philip Partington

Past Rosalie Students Still at High School
Daniel Robbins

Year 7
Isabelle Gauthier

Year 6
Andrea Vidler

Year 5
Meg Adams

Year 4
Honor Buckler

Year 3
Ashley Spencer

Year 2
Rohan Hammond

Year 1
Matthew Louer

Overall Student Winners
1st Ashley Spencer (Right)
2nd Rohan Hammond
3rd Meg Adams